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Introduction

The TDD system offering good frequency usage efficiency is being used increasingly to solve problems with securing sufficient spectrum bandwidth supporting the explosive increases in mobile traffic. Against this background, the relatively high frequency band between 2 GHz and 3.8 GHz is seeing increased usage. Due to the high linearity of radio waves in this frequency band, so-called small cells offering coverage over and narrow range using low output are being used increasingly as base stations. On the other hand, since radio waves are often obstructed by the geography of the service area as well as structures—such as buildings—within it, combinations of macrocells and small cells offering the best user experience are being designed for service areas.

Since TDD systems use the same frequencies for both downlinks and uplinks, they have an advantage of good frequency usage efficiency, but on the other hand, if the timeslot synchronization accuracy and the power control during the transmit Off period are inadequate, there is a risk of interference between the downlink and uplink. To prevent this problem, section 6.4 of the 3GPP TS36.141 standard defines the transmit On/Off power with the intention of securing base signal station quality. This standard specifies the downlink signal transition timing as well as the power during the transmit Off period. This measurement requires extremely high dynamic range as well as a low noise floor and cannot be performed by the normal measurement methods even using currently available high-performance signal analyzers.

This document explains transmit On/Off power measurements of LTE TDD base stations using the Anritsu Signal Analyzer MS269xA series running the LTE TDD Downlink Measurement Software MX269022A to solve such measurement problems.

<Notations in this document>
Measured value: This is not a guaranteed specification. It means a measurement for a MS269xA set chosen at random from a production lot.
Outline of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement

The minimum requirements for measuring transmit On/Off power defined in section 6.4 of the 3GPP TS36.141 Standard are shown below.

- The average power density during the transmit Off period must be less than $-85 \text{ dBm/MHz} + \text{TT}$.  
- The transition time (transmitter transient period) between the transmitter off and on, and on and off periods, must be less than 17 $\mu$s.

**Fig. 1 Diagram of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement (extract from 3GPP TS36.141 standard)**

The transmit power is measured as the average power passing the filter during the 70-$\mu$s period. This measurement period is from the [On period + 17 $\mu$s + 35 $\mu$s] until the [Next On period – 17 $\mu$s – 35 $\mu$s]. The specified values must be satisfied during this measurement period.

**Fig. 2 Average Power During Transmit On Period (Horizontal Red Line)**
The MX269022A software measures the transient periods as follows:

- Transition from transmit On to transmit Off Period (Ramp down):
  This is the period from the end of the Downlink Subframe based on the Frame Header until the point where the power falls below the transmit Off power threshold value.

- Transition from transmit Off to transmit On Period (Ramp up):
  This is the period from the point where the power rises above the transmit Off power threshold value until the start of the next Downlink Subframe based on the Frame Header.


Fig. 3 LTE TDD Time Frame Structure (extract from 3GPP TS36.211)

Table 1  LTE TDD Uplink-Downlink Configuration (extract from 3GPP TS36.211)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uplink-Downlink configuration</th>
<th>Downlink-to-Uplink Switch-Point Periodicity</th>
<th>Subframe Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>D S U U U D S U U U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>D S U U D D S U U D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>D S U D D D S U D D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>D S U U U D D D D D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>D S U U D D D D D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>D S U D D D D D D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>D S U U U D S U U D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Issues at TX On/Off Power Measurement

Figure 4 shows the system when measuring common burst signals. The signal transmitted from the DUT suffers both On and Off power losses caused by losses at the measurement system attenuators, switches, cables, etc., and noise floor increases. At this time, if the attenuated transmit Off power approaches the internal noise floor of the signal analyzer, the signal analyzer is unable to accurately measure the transmit Off power.
The following methods are generally used to increase the transmit Off power above the noise floor.

- Minimize the measurement system loss and attenuators to reduce Off power attenuation.
- Use low-noise amplifiers (LNA) in the measurement system and use a pre-amplifier in the signal analyzer to amplify the Off power above the noise floor.
- Use the signal analyzer noise cancelling function to remove the noise floor from the calculation.

However, the above-described methods have the following tradeoffs.

- Reducing the measurement system loss, or in other words reducing attenuation at the front end of the signal analyzer, can cause the power at transmit On to exceed the maximum permissible input to the signal analyzer, risking damage to it.
- Inserting an LNA and pre-amp requires consideration of the maximum permissible inputs for such devices.
- The amount of signal analyzer noise cancellation can impact the input signal status and the amount may be limited.

The reason why LTE TDD transmit On/Off power measurement is difficult is because both a high power at transmit On and a low power at transmit Off must be input continuously to the signal analyzer. When measuring the transmit On power, it is necessary to insert an external attenuator to ensure that the input signal to the signal analyzer does not exceed the maximum permissible input level, but this can cause problems when measuring low power. For example, when using a signal analyzer where the maximum mixer input level is +30 dBm at CW, for an LTE base station rated for an average power per antenna of +46 dBm, the measured transmit Off power will be around –85 dBm/MHz. If the LTE signal Crest Factor (peak to average power ratio) is 14 dB, the LTE base station transmit signal peak power will be +46 dBm + 14 dB = +60 dBm. To prevent this LTE signal input to the signal analyzer exceeding the maximum permissible input, a +30 dB attenuator must be inserted at the front stage of the signal analyzer. Doing so not only attenuates the transmit On power but also attenuates the transmit Off power which becomes –85 + –30 = –115 dB/MHz. Converting this value to power per Hz gives a value of –175 dBm/Hz, which cannot be measured even using a high-level signal analyzer.
Solving Tradeoffs: Wide Dynamic Range Function

To solve this tradeoff, the MX269022A has a Wide Dynamic Range function that can offer a wide dynamic range covering the combined result of measuring the transmit On and transmit Off powers separately (Fig. 5). When measuring the transmit On power, the value of the signal analyzer built-in attenuator is set to the best value so the transmit On power does not cause distortion at measurement. If the base station transmit On power exceeds the maximum permissible input value of the signal analyzer, insert an external attenuator. With this measurement system and settings, there is a risk that the transmit Off power will be buried under the internal noise floor of the signal analyzer, but this is not a problem because the signal analyzer automatically extracts the result from the transmit On power result.

When measuring the transmit Off power, the system loss and signal analyzer internal attenuator amount are set to the minimum to minimize the attenuation of the transmit Off power. If the dynamic range is insufficient, either the pre-amp or Noise Cancel function is enabled. Measurement of the transmit On power under these conditions risks inaccurate measurement due to the impact of distortion and saturation, but it is not a problem because the signal analyzer automatically extracts the result from the transmit Off power result.

The signal analyzer determines the Frame header from either the LTE sync signal or an external trigger, and evaluates which are the transmit On and Off periods according to the set Uplink/Downlink Configuration and Special Subframe Configuration to set the best internal parameters matching the periods automatically and perform the measurement. The MX269022A displays the transmit On/Off transition time for one Frame period, the average On power, and the average Off power all on one screen.

When measuring with the MS269xA Wide Dynamic Range and pre-amp functions enabled, since the average display noise level specification in the 3.5 GHz band is -161.5 dBm/Hz, it is -101.5 dBm/Hz. So, there is a margin of about 21.5 –(measurement system loss) dB versus the 3GPP test requirement of $-85.0 + [TT](2.5) = -82.5$ dBm/MHz. (When not using the Limiter Mode described below, the dynamic range is widened by enabling the pre-amp instead of using the Noise Cancel function.

Refer to Appendix A for the transmit On/Off power measurement procedure using the MX269022A Wide Dynamic Range function.
**Issue of Previous Methods and its solution:**

**Extended Noise Cancellation**

The quality of the LTE TDD base station downlink transmit Off power not only has a direct impact on the uplink communications quality but since there is also a risk of impact on connected systems, sometimes different regions and service operators set stricter standards than the 3GPP specifications. For example, for a macrocell base station with a transmit On power of +46 dBm (40 W) per antenna, measurement may require setting the transmit Off power to $-107$ dBm/MHz.

The MS269xA has excellent noise-floor performance and using the MX269022A Wide Dynamic Range and pre-amp functions with cancellation of the signal analyzer internal noise enables noise floor measured values of about $-110$ dBm/MHz (meas. @3.5 GHz, ATT = 0 dB). Consequently, at a transmit Off power of $-107$ dBm/MHz, the measurement margin when connecting the antenna connector and signal analyzer with cables having a loss of only 0.5 dB/meter is $-107 - 0.5 - (-110) = 2.5$ dB.

On the other hand, since the transmit On power is +46 dBm, to prevent damaging the MS269xA by exceeding the maximum input level of +30 dBm, it is necessary to insert some form of external device to attenuate the power. Although the difference is 16 dB, an attenuator cannot be used because there is already a margin of only 2.5 dB. Consequently, the power above a fixed amount is cut using a so-called power limiter that allows power below this value to pass with minimum loss. Anritsu recommends using the Aeroflex ACLM-4905 power limiter for measuring 3.5-GHz band LTE TDD base stations. The ACLM-4905 has a leak level of about +13 dBm so the MS269xA with pre-amp can be used for actual measurements. When the power limiter passthrough loss is about 1 dB, the measurement margin is $2.5 - 1.0 = 1.5$ dB. (The power limiter can be connected to either end of the cable.) Even among signal analyzers currently on the market with high-level noise-floor performance, the measurement margin is still only 1.5 dB, making actual usage extremely difficult.

First, the measurement environment with a configuration using a 1-meter cable connection between the base station and signal analyzer is very restrictive. Second, measuring the transmit Off power by inserting a power limiter and then removing the power limiter and inserting an attenuator for the transmit On power measurement not only greatly reduces the efficiency of the measurement procedure but also increases the number of unstable elements from the viewpoint of measurement reproducibility. As a consequence, the performance of previous signal analyzers does not support the stricter test requirements.

As a result, Anritsu is introducing the concept of a unique extended noise cancellation function as a measurement solution supporting these types of stricter test requirements. This concept extends the previous noise cancellation function targeting only the internal noise of the signal analyzer to also cancel the noise of the external measurement system as well.

Figure 6 shows the composition of a general measurement system for measuring transmit On power with extended noise cancellation. The LNA inserted upstream of the signal analyzer amplifies the transmit Off power. Although inserting the LNA increases the interference noise floor, if the noise floor is measured before the transmit Off power measurement by terminating the LNA input, a wider dynamic range can be achieved by using noise cancellation processing to subtract that value from the transmit Off power measurement result.

![Fig. 6 Transmit Off Power Measurement System using Extended Noise Cancellation](image)

The extended noise cancellation function supports the strict transmit Off power measurement test requirements. Figure 6 shows the block diagram for a transmit On/Off power measurement jig using the extended noise cancellation function. The paths for transmit Off and On measurement are switched by switches to assure the measurement margin; the measurement efficiency is high because the procedure can be simplified and automated.
Figure 8 indicates one example result with the jig structure shown in the block diagram (Fig. 7).

Inserting an LNA upstream of the signal analyzer and using the extended noise cancellation function like this greatly improves the transmit On/Off power measurement dynamic range and noise floor. Refer to Appendix B for the transmit On/Off power measurement procedure using the MX269022A Limiter Mode function.

**Stable Measurements with High Level Accuracy up to 6 GHz using MS269xA Series**

The transmit On/Off power measurement performance is not the only merit of using the MS269xA Signal Analyzer for base station tests. The MS269xA RF design covers all bands from 50 Hz to 6 GHz and, since it can measure from legacy bands, such as 800 MHz and 2 GHz, up to Band 42/43 (3.4 to 3.8 GHz) as the same band, it supports excellent level accuracy not depending measured frequency. By contrast, since the upper band limit of many other signal analyzers is about 3.6 GHz, measurement above this frequency requires using a so-called preselector path with extremely stable amplitude and frequency characteristics, causing problems in obtaining stable measurements as higher frequency bands come into more widespread future use. The MS269xA series has the stable level accuracy required for supporting future multi-band mobile systems using even higher frequency bands while minimizing the impact of the measuring instrument characteristics on the base station measurements.

**Summary**

Transmit On/Off power measurement is an extremely important test for assuring the quality of LTE TDD communications. The fully feature Anritsu MS269xA Signal Analyzer series supports the measurement requirements for small cell to macrocell installations, 3GPP standards, and unique stricter operator transmit On/Off power tests. Anritsu's unique extended noise cancellation function can be used to configure automatic testing of measurement systems with large loss; it is the perfect solution for shortening test times and increasing measurement efficiency and measurement reproducibility.
Appendix A:
Example of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement (Wide Dynamic Range)

<Setup>
- Stop the base station transmitting.
- Connect the Frame signal for a 10-ms interval from the base station to the signal analyzer trigger input connector.
- Connect the base station antenna connector and signal analyzer RF input connector.
- Select the MX269022A LTE TDD Downlink Measurement Software (default).

![Transmit On/Off Power Measurement Setup](Fig. A-1)

<Procedure>
1. Press [Frequency] and set the measured signal carrier frequency to Carrier Frequency.
2. Press [:]Top>[F2] Amplitude>[F9] Offset Value to set the loss (cable loss, etc.) of the measured path.
3. Press [Amplitude] and set the expected transmit On power to Input Level.
4. Press [Trigger/Gate]>[F1] Trigger Switch and set to On.
10. Output the signal from the base station.
11. Press [Single] to perform the measurement.
Appendix B:
Example of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement in Limiter Mode
(Expansion Noise Cancel)

<Setup>
- Stop the base station transmitting.
- Connect the Frame signal for 10 milliseconds interval from the base station to the signal analyzer trigger input connector.
- Connect the base station antenna to the signal analyzer RF input.
- Select the MX269022A LTE TDD Downlink Measurement Software in the signal analyzer.

<Procedure>
1. Press [Frequency] and set the measured signal carrier frequency to Carrier Frequency.
2. Press [↑Top][F2] Amplitude>[F9] Offset Value to set the loss of the transmit On power (attenuator, cable loss, etc.) path in Fig. B-3.
3. Press [Amplitude] and set the expected transmit On power to Input Level.
4. Press [Trigger/Gate]>[F1] Trigger Switch and set to On.
8. Press [F4] Limiter Mode Offset Value to set the gain of the transmit Off power path in Fig. B-2 (from DUT output connector to signal analyzer RF input connector). For a total gain of 10 dB, set –10 dB.


15. Set the noise measurement path in Fig. B-1.

16. Press [F1] Continue to measure the noise floor including the external LNA.

17. Set the transmit Off power measurement path shown in Fig. B-2.

18. Output the signal from the base station.

19. Press [F1] Continue to measure the transmit Off power.

20. Stop signal output from the base station.

21. Set the transmit On power measurement path shown in Fig. B-3.

22. Output the signal from the base station.

23. Press [F1] Continue to measure the transmit On power.
Note
Figure 8 indicates one example result with the jig structure shown in the block diagram (Fig. 7).

Inserting an LNA upstream of the signal analyzer and using the extended noise cancellation function like this greatly improves the transmit On/Off power measurement dynamic range and noise floor. Refer to Appendix B for the transmit On/Off power measurement procedure using the MX269022A Limiter Mode function.

Stable Measurements with High Level Accuracy up to 6 GHz using MS269xA Series

The transmit On/Off power measurement performance is not the only merit of using the MS269xA Signal Analyzer for base station tests. The MS269xA RF design covers all bands from 50 Hz to 6 GHz and, since it can measure from legacy bands, such as 800 MHz and 2 GHz, up to Band 42/43 (3.4 to 3.8 GHz) as the same band, it supports excellent level accuracy not depending measured frequency. By contrast, since the upper band limit of many other signal analyzers is about 3.6 GHz, measurement above this frequency requires using a so-called preselector path with extremely stable amplitude and frequency characteristics, causing problems in obtaining stable measurements as higher frequency bands come into more widespread future use. The MS269xA series has the stable level accuracy required for supporting future multi-band mobile systems using even higher frequency bands while minimizing the impact of the measuring instrument characteristics on the base station measurements.

Summary

Transmit On/Off power measurement is an extremely important test for assuring the quality of LTE TDD communications. The fully feature Anritsu MS269xA Signal Analyzer series supports the measurement requirements for small cell to macrocell installations, 3GPP standards, and unique stricter operator transmit On/Off power tests. Anritsu’s unique extended noise cancellation function can be used to configure automatic testing of measurement systems with large loss; it is the perfect solution for shortening test times and increasing measurement efficiency and measurement reproducibility.
Appendix A:
Example of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement (Wide Dynamic Range)

<Setup>
- Stop the base station transmitting.
- Connect the Frame signal for a 10-ms interval from the base station to the signal analyzer trigger input connector.
- Connect the base station antenna connector and signal analyzer RF input connector.
- Select the MX269022A LTE TDD Downlink Measurement Software (default).

![Transmit On/Off Power Measurement Setup](image)

<Procedure>
1. Press [Frequency] and set the measured signal carrier frequency to Carrier Frequency.
2. Press [↑] Top>[F2] Amplitude>[F9] Offset Value to set the loss (cable loss, etc.) of the measured path.
3. Press [Amplitude] and set the expected transmit On power to Input Level.
4. Press [Trigger/Gate]>[F1] Trigger Switch and set to On.
10. Output the signal from the base station.
11. Press [Single] to perform the measurement.
Appendix B:
Example of Transmit On/Off Power Measurement in Limiter Mode
(Expansion Noise Cancel)

<Setup>
- Stop the base station transmitting.
- Connect the Frame signal for 10 milliseconds interval from the base station to the signal analyzer trigger input connector.
- Connect the base station antenna to the signal analyzer RF input.
- Select the MX269022A LTE TDD Downlink Measurement Software in the signal analyzer.

<Procedure>
1. Press [Frequency] and set the measured signal carrier frequency to Carrier Frequency.
2. Press [↑Top]>[F2] Amplitude>[F9] Offset Value to set the loss of the transmit On power (attenuator, cable loss, etc.) path in Fig. B-3.
3. Press [Amplitude] and set the expected transmit On power to Input Level.
4. Press [Trigger/Gate]>[F1] Trigger Switch and set to On.
8. Press [F4] Limiter Mode Offset Value to set the gain of the transmit Off power path in Fig. B-2 (from DUT output connector to signal analyzer RF input connector). For a total gain of 10 dB, set –10 dB.
15. Set the noise measurement path in Fig. B-1.
16. Press [F1] Continue to measure the noise floor including the external LNA.
17. Set the transmit Off power measurement path shown in Fig. B-2.
18. Output the signal from the base station.
19. Press [F1] Continue to measure the transmit Off power.
20. Stop signal output from the base station.
21. Set the transmit On power measurement path shown in Fig. B-3.
22. Output the signal from the base station.
23. Press [F1] Continue to measure the transmit On power.